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Executive Summary 

This deliverable is the result of task 1.2, which is about the implementation of the PKM server. 
It describes how to install and initialize the PKM, so that partners can work on it and deploy 
their collections of documents containing artefacts.  

The document relies on the Mongodb V3.4 open-source product for the implementation. 

 

Keywords 

Software knowledge representation, metamodel, NoSQL databases, documents-oriented 
databases. 
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OSS Open Source Software 

GSL Graphical Specification Language 

DB Database 
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Framework for the analysis of C programs 
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SARIF Static Analysis Results Interchange Format 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 

The implementation of the PKM is a task that follows the iterative definition of its content (also 
called artifacts) and its API. Document D1.1 has reported on the knowledge representations 
through a meta-model and is followed by D1.2 and D1.3. D1.3 reports on the implementation 
of the PKM server and D1.2 on the implementation of the PKM clients. These shall be read in 
this order. 

1.2 Choosing a Database 

The partners have sought for a valuable and adequate implementation of the PKM by 
examining several open-source document-oriented DBs, OrientDB and CouchDB and NoSQL, 
and the current preferred choice has led us to go for MongoDB V3.4. Indeed, the data used in 
the project is structured into complex documents, grouped into Collections. Documents are 
linked together by means of internal fields such as file names, function names or identifiers.  

Since version 3.6 inclusive, MongoDB server has a new licensing scheme, Server Side Public 
License (SSPL, see https://www.mongodb.com/licensing/server-side-public-license). SSPL is 
a contaminating open-source license that is not suited to our purpose as partners may not be 
willing to open-source all their components. Before version 3.6, MongoDB server has license 
GNU Affero General Public License (AGPL) which permits to use it properly and develop our 
PKM without the previous constraint. The server version 3.4 fits our purpose and is compatible 
with clients in later versions. If and when partners estimate that a recent commercial version 
is appropriate, then we may switch to it during or after the project. 

1.3 Overall organization of the document 

Section 2 below describes the installation of a local copy of the PKM. Section 3 describes how 
to fill in the local copy of the server with documents. Section 4 describes the documents 
schemas associated to the collections of documents and section 5 described how documents 
are validated against the corresponding schemas. Section 6 describes the next steps in the 
development and use of the PKM, especially setting up a global PKM. 

 

 

https://www.mongodb.com/licensing/server-side-public-license
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2 Installation 

The installation of the server consists in installing several components in order to be able to 

run a local PKM server and then (see below) initialize it with documents. The local server will 

serve to learn about using it and the content will be merged into a project-wide server running 

Linux. Each partner producing documents, also called Feeders, will produce some documents 

containing specific artifacts from a development process. These documents will be stored into 

collections of documents, one collection for each type of artifact. We distinguish the (non-

exhaustive) list of collections, taken from [2]: 

- Sourcecode: this collection contains all pre-processed source code (C, C++ and Java). 

These are AST that are obtained using the respective analysis tools. For instance, the 

C AST is obtained using Frama-C and printing out the AST of the source code. 

- RawSourcecode: this collection contains the unprocessed files with the source code, 

whose processed version is in the previous collection. This collection contains the raw 

documents for editing purposes and must always be consistent with the previous 

collection. 

- Annotations: this collection contains the annotations of the Sourcecode. 

- Comments: this collection contains all the informal comments attached to the source 

code (list of strings). Note that when comments become formal, they become part of 

another collection, such as the Sourcecode collection, in the case of predicates. 

- Documentation: this collection contains all the informal documentation associated to 

the project. At this stage, the precise list of documentation types is undefined as well 

as their indexing scheme. 

- UMLClasses: this collection contains the UML class diagram models. 

- StateMachineModels: this collection contains the UML state machine models. 

- Logs: this collection contains all the log files of the project, produced along different 

activities on the other collections. For instance, analysis logs, proof logs, model 

checking logs, etc.  

- ERmodels: this collection contains all the UML E/R models. 

- CodeSummarizationModels: this collection contain the summarization models. 

- NERModels: This collection will store the models for the named entity recognition in 
task 2.3. 

- NERAnnotations: This will store the output of the execution of the NERModels for 
annotating a given source code file or collection of files. 

- CodeSummarizationAnnotations: Stores the summaries of source code snippets 
after executing the CodeSummarizationModel. 

- TraceabilityMatrix: this is a collection of hyper-links between documents in the other 
collections, to implement the traceability matrix. 
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- TESTARStateModels: this collection contains models used by the testing tool 
TESTAR. 

- TESTARTestResults: this collection contains the TESTAR testing results. 

 

2.1 MongoDB 

MongoDB is the basis of our server as it has the characteristics required by our PKM. 

Details about MongoDB can be found on the following web site: https://www.mongodb.com 

In the sections below we provide installation instructions for the MongoDB on different OS 

platforms, Windows 10, MacOS X (Mojave and upwards) and Linux Ubuntu 18.04. 

 

2.2 Installation instructions 

Below we detail the instructions for installing a properly working PKM server locally. 

 

2.1.1 Installation for Windows 10 

  See appendix. 

 

2.1.2 Installation instructions for MacOS X and Linux Ubuntu 18.04 

1. MongoDB can be obtained on https://www.mongodb.com/download-

center/community. Select Mongodb version 3.4, download and install the server 

for your favorite OS. Preferred OS are Unixes. 

  On Linux, install as follows: 

 echo "deb http://repo.mongodb.org/apt/ubuntu xenial/mongodb-org/3.4 

multiverse" | sudo tee /etc/apt/sources.list.d/mongodb-org-3.4.list 

(Note for Debian: deb http://repo.mongodb.org/apt/debian wheezy/mongodb-

org/3.4 main). 

 sudo apt-get update 

 sudo apt install mongodb-org, nodejs version 14 and npm 

 npm install text-encoding --save 

 npm install mongodb --save 
 

Note: it may be required to load the MongoDB public key for package  signature. In case 

of error message like this one: 

 

The following signatures couldn't be verified because the public key is not available: 

NO_PUBKEY BC711F9BA15703C6 

The following command should fit: 

 $ sudo apt-key adv --keyserver hkp://keyserver.ubuntu.com:80 --recv 

 BC711F9BA15703C6 

 

https://www.mongodb.com/
https://www.mongodb.com/download-center/community
https://www.mongodb.com/download-center/community
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2. Run the server daemon. On Unix platforms this is achieved by the command:  

 

$ mongod -dbpath <dir> 

 

where the argument is a fresh directory for storing the DB content. 

The MongoDB server is a process that must be addressed using port 27017 (default). Any 

client has to establish a connection using this port first. 

The default user for the DB is admin with password admin. The default authentication mode 

is NO authentication. When the server will be installed on the central project server, 

authentication will be activated with option –auth. 

 

3. Install Frama-C Version 20 by downloading its tarfile from the GIT repository 

https://gitlab.ow2.org/armand/pkm-installation. The archive is named frama-c-

20.0+dev-DECODER-Calcium.tar.gz. All the files  

(Note for Linux: use the frama-c-19.1-DECODER-Potassium.tar.gz archive). 

 

4. Unfold the archive containing the source code of Frama-C, compile and install it 

locally. The instructions are given in the README.md file of the archive. The 

acceptable platforms are Linux Ubuntu, MacOS X and Windows 10 x64. The 

installation process requires the installation of several packages or tools first, 

including opam, cmake, a C++ compiler, and additional components like g4 or 

ocamlgraph. 

 

On Linux (Ubuntu/Debian) it can be done as follows: 

 $ apt install cmake g++ opam m4 libgmp-dev 

 

Additional components need to be installed using opam: 

 $ opam install ocamlgraph 

 $ opam install yojson 

 $ opam install why3 

 $ opam install ppx_deriving ppx_deriving_yojson 

 

Then build/install frama-C: 

 $ autoconf 

 $ configure 

 $ make  

 $ make install 

Make your PATH point to the bin/ folder in frama-c installation directory. 

 

5. Install the JSON printer plugin for Frama-C that serves to produce JSON 

representation of the source code AST together with its annotations and comments. 

The plugin is in the tarfile json-printer.tar and in source form (OCAML) and can be 

found in the same GIT. Download, unfold and compile it. Typically, this is done by: 

 $ make 
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 $ make install 

  

The plugin must be installed in the same location as the Frama-C installation, so it can see 

the plugin. 

 

6. Get the loader example. This is a small C file that demonstrates how documents in 

JSON format are read from file and stored into a MongoDB collection. The loader 

file is named read_json.c and can be found at the same location as before. 

Download and compile it with gcc as follows: 

a. $ gcc -o read_json read_json.c -g $(pkg-config --cflags --libs libmongoc-1.0) 

b. The binary file generated is named read_json and has one argument, 

namely the JSON file to be processed. 

c. Its content will be explained in section 3 below. 

 

Note: if headers like mongoc.h or bson.h are not found, you need to install development 

libraries for mongodb. 

On Linux, it can be done as follows: 

 $ apt-get install libmongoc-1.0-0 libmongoc-dev libmongoclient-dev 

 

Linux also requires a fix in the file read_json.c, before compiling: 

 Replace “#include <mongoc/mongoc.h>” with “#include <mongoc.h>” 

 Replace “#include <bson/bson.h>” with “#include <bson.h>” 

 

7. Install a MongoDB Robo 3T graphical client. This extra tool will serve as a graphical 

interface to display and manage the content of the local DB, to examine (and 

possibly modify) in details its content. The installation is achieved as follows: 

a. Download the client for your platform at  https://robomongo.org/download 

b. Follow its installation instructions and install it. 

c. Run the client and connect it to the server. The following window will appear 

for this purpose: 

https://robomongo.org/download
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Figure 1: Connection panel of Robo 3T on MacOS X 
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3 Initialization of the PKM 

This chapter describes in detail how to feed the PKM with some data, namely a JSON 

representation of some artifacts. 

Deliverable D1.1 has classified the knowledge and artifacts that will be produced and used in 

the project use-cases, so these artifacts must be stored and managed by the PKM. The latter 

is interfaced with the tools producing these artifacts, so they can easily and transparently store, 

retrieve and modify the data stored in the PKM. These operations have been described in the 

WP1 presentation done in Valencia in 2019. 

This chapter will show in detail how to perform one essential operation on the PKM that 

consists in initializing a collection of data, corresponding to some artifact. This primary 

operation must be done first to setup the PKM with the initial data of a project, allowing further 

work to transform this data. For instance, in a given project, the project members must feed 

the PKM with all existing source code. 

We will describe below how the PKM source code collection is fed with the source code, step 

by step. 

The objective is to let all partners producing artifacts imitate this mechanism to do the same 

for their own artifacts, namely to feed the PKM with the material produced by their tools. 

3.1 Producing JSON data 

JSON is a textual representation of data, easy for transmission between tools. It can be 

compared to HTML, XML and CSS in terms of expressivity and usefulness. 

Many tools use these formats to interface with each other, and many document-oriented DBs 

use this format as well. This is the case for MongoDB. The JSON notation is described in many 

textbooks, for instance here on the Wiki: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSON 

JSON schema, see https://json-schema.org, are JSON documents templates that serve as 

models for JSON documents that contain the raw data. JSON schema are used to validate 

that JSON documents conform to the schema. Numerous tools are available to do this 

validation task, such as https://www.jsonschemavalidator.net. 

At this stage of the PKM implementation we will let feeders feed the PKM without any schema. 

The DB accepts any kind of JSON data within a collection, so the format of a collection is 

extensible with the data that is fed to it. In this manner, and in accordance to the MongoDB DB 

use method, we let the partners free to feed their MongoDB instances (installed according to 

the above section) with any kind of data. The schema are currently being developed in task 

1.1 and will be validated and implemented soon by UPV and CEA. Then, partners will make 

use of the schema and be able to check the conformance of the raw data w.r.t. the schema. 

As an example of JSON production tool, the reader may examine the file 

src/kernel_services/ast_printing/cil_types_debug.ml of the Frama-C source distribution 

installed above. This file prints out a given AST in JSON format to some file, node by node. 

The result is input to the loader described below. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSON
https://json-schema.org/
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3.2 A JSON loader 

Loaders are modules that serve to load the DB with data fed from external sources, namely 

other kinds of DB, or from files with an appropriate data exchange format. Loaders transform 

the data into a digestible format for the DB and insert it into the corresponding collection. 

In DECODER the tools produce data with an ad-hoc binary or textual format, that needs to be 

turned into the JSON format accepted by MongoDB. 

Let us consider one example that fills in the ‘source code’ collection with real source code files. 

The source code is read from file in JSON format. 

The loader does the following steps: 

- Connect to the DB mydb, 

- Open collection source_code 

- Create a reader (i.e. a kind of iterator) for reading all JSON documents from a file whose 

name is given as argument 

- Read iteratively all documents, convert each one into BSON and write it into the 

collection 

- Delete the reader and client 

 

The loader is written in C and is given below: 

#include <mongoc/mongoc.h> 

#include <bson/bson.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

 

/* Loader example. 

   This file loads a set of JSON documents from a single file and stores 

them 

   into the Mongodb database mydb. 

   The JSON file is given as argument. Usage: 

   $ read_json <json file> 

 

   The loader assumes that a local Mongodb server is running on the 

standard port. 

*/ 

 

int main (int argc, char * argv[]) 

{ 

  mongoc_client_t * client; 

  mongoc_collection_t * collection; 
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  const char * uri_string; 

  mongoc_uri_t * uri; 

  bson_error_t error; 

  bson_t element; 

  char * fname; 

  int fichier; 

  ssize_t len; 

  uint8_t buf[4096]; 

  int fd; 

 

  mongoc_init(); 

  if (argc >1) { 

    //    Use local DB at standard port 

    uri_string = "mongodb://localhost:27017"; 

  } 

  uri = mongoc_uri_new_with_error (uri_string, &error); 

  if (!uri) { 

    printf ( 

     "failed to parse URI: %s\n" 

     "error message:       %s\n", 

     uri_string, 

     error.message); 

    return EXIT_FAILURE; 

  } 

 

  client = mongoc_client_new_from_uri (uri); 

  if (!client) { 

    return EXIT_FAILURE; 

  } 

 

  collection = mongoc_client_get_collection (client, "mydb", 

"Sourcecode"); 

 

  bson_json_reader_t * reader; 
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  bson_error_t err; 

  bson_t doc = BSON_INITIALIZER; 

  int b; 

   

  printf("reading JSON from file %s\n",argv[1]); 

  reader = bson_json_reader_new_from_file (argv[1], &err); 

  if (!reader) { 

    printf ( 

     "failed to create reader for %s\n" 

     "error message:       %s\n", 

     uri_string, 

     err.message); 

    return EXIT_FAILURE; 

  } 

  /* 

   * Convert each incoming document to BSON and print it to stdout. 

   */ 

  while ((b = bson_json_reader_read (reader, &doc, &err))) { 

    if (b < 0) { 

      fprintf (stderr, "Error in JSON parsing:\n%s\n", err.message); 

      abort (); 

    } 

    printf("%s\n",bson_as_json(&doc,NULL)); 

    // insert into the collection 

    if (!mongoc_collection_insert_one (collection, &doc, NULL, NULL, 

&err)) { 

      printf ("insertion failed - %s\n", err.message); 

    }     

    bson_reinit (&doc); 

  } 

 

  // finalisation 

  bson_json_reader_destroy(reader); 

  mongoc_uri_destroy(uri); 
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  mongoc_client_destroy(client); 

  mongoc_cleanup(); 

} 

Figure 2: read_json.c for MacOS X 

This file makes use of the C drivers (see http://mongoc.org) for accessing the DB, namely for 

- Creating/deleting a client (i.e. the loader) using mongoc_client_new_from_uri and 

mongoc_client_destroy 

- Accessing collections of documents, using mongoc_client_get_collection to access 

one specific collection 

- Reading several documents iteratively, using a “reader” with functions 

bson_json_reader_new_from_file, bson_json_reader_read and bson_reader_destroy 

to create a reader, use it to read a document on the file opened and delete it finally 

- Insertion of documents into collections, using mongoc_collection_insert_one to insert 

one document into a collection/doc 

- Initialization/finalization of a client session, using functions mongoc_client and 

mongoc_cleanup. 

 

Documents are manipulated in MongoDB’s native format, namely BSON (which is binary 

JSON) and are therefore translated from JSON to BSON by the reader’s function. 

After the loader is executed, one can view the result using the graphical client Robo 3T to 

display the content of the collection and browse it. 

Feeders of the PKM are now capable of writing their own loader(s), either in: 

 C (https://docs.mongodb.com/ecosystem/drivers/c/) 

 C++ (see https://docs.mongodb.com/ecosystem/drivers/cxx/) 

 or another language (https://docs.mongodb.com/ecosystem/drivers/) to feed it. 

http://mongoc.org/
https://docs.mongodb.com/ecosystem/drivers/c/
https://docs.mongodb.com/ecosystem/drivers/cxx/
https://docs.mongodb.com/ecosystem/drivers/
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4 Documents schemas 

This section contains the schemas of all the data stored in the PKM. It is based on the meta-

model given in deliverable D1.1. 

The current version of the PKM implementation does NOT use the schemas yet. This is 

voluntary and in accordance to the development principles of MongoDB. Indeed, until the DB 

is in experimental phase a fixed schema is not needed as the format of the documents continue 

to evolve. When the formats are set and accepted by the different DB clients, the schema can 

be implemented. 

4.1 Sourcecode schema 

The Source code collection schema for C is derived from the Frama-C CIL AST. Due to its 

extension, here we only show the main structure. The complete schema can be downloaded 

from the gitlab at https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-meta-model. The main structure is the 

following:  

{ 

"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#", 

"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/decoder/tree/master/WP1/Schemata/c-

schema-1.0.0-alfa.json", 

"title": "Source code C Schema Version 1.0.0 Alfa JSON Schema.", 

"description": "Source code C Schema Version 1.0.0 Alfa JSON Schema.", 

"type": "object", 

"properties": { 

        "fileName": { 

  "type": "string" 

  }, 

        "globals": { 

  "type": "array", 

  "items": { 

   "type":"object", 

   "additionalProperties": false,  

   "properties":{ 

    "GType": { 

     "$ref": "#/definitions/GType" 

     }, 

    "GCompTag":{ 

     "$ref": "#/definitions/GCompTag" 
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     }, 

    "GCompTagDecl":{ 

     "$ref": "#/definitions/GCompTagDecl" 

     }, 

    "GVar":{ 

     "$ref": "#/definitions/GVar" 

     },  

    "GVarDecl":{ 

     "$ref": "#/definitions/GVarDecl" 

     },  

    "GEnumTag":{ 

     "$ref": "#/definitions/GEnumTag" 

    },  

    "GEnumTagDecl":{ 

     "$ref": "#/definitions/GEnumTagDecl" 

      },  

    "GFun":{ 

     "$ref": "#/definitions/GFun" 

    },  

    "GFunDecl":{ 

     "$ref": "#/definitions/GFunDecl" 

    },  

    "GAnnot":{ 

     "$ref": "#/definitions/GAnnot" 

    },  

    "GAsm":{ 

     "$ref": "#/definitions/GAsm" 

    },  

    "GPragma":{ 

     "$ref": "#/definitions/GPragma" 

    },  

    "GText":{       

     "$ref": "#/definitions/GText" 

    }  

   } 
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  } 

 }, 

        "globinit": { 

  "type": "object", 

  "properties": { 

   "option": { 

    "$ref": "#/definitions/option" 

   } 

  },         

        "globinitcalled": { 

  "type": "boolean" 

  }, 

"required":[ 

  "fileName", 

  "globals", 

  "globinit", 

  "globinitcalled" 

  ], 

        "definitions": { 

 //Contains all the schema definitions 

}} 

 

The Source code collection schema for Java is derived from the AST of the Eclipse compiler. 

Due to its extension, here we only show the main structure. The complete schema can be 

downloaded from the gitlab at https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-meta-model. The main 

structure is the following:  

{ 

  "$schema" : "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#", 

  "$id" : 

"https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/decoder/tree/master/WP1/Schemata/ASTJava-

schema-2.0.1-beta.json", 

  "title" : "AST JSON for Java", 

  "description" : "AST JSON for Java. An AST node represents a Java source 

code construct, such as a name, type, expression, statement, or declaration", 

  "type" : "object", 

  "properties" : { 
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    "CompilationUnit" : { 

      "$id" : "#CompilationUnit", 

      "type" : "object", 

      "title" : "Compilation unit created from a source document", 

      "description" : "Java compilation unit AST node type. This is the type 

of the root of an AST. ", 

      "properties" : { 

        "ImportDeclaration" : { 

          "$id" : "#ImportDeclaration", 

          "description" : "Import declaration AST node type", 

          "items" : […], 

        }, 

        "TypeDeclaration" : { 

          "$id" : "#TypeDeclaration", 

          "type" : ["array","object"], 

          "description" : "Type declaration AST node type. A type 

declaration is the union of a class declaration and an interface 

declaration.", 

          "properties" : { […] }, 

        }, 

        "PackageDeclaration" : { 

          "$id" : "#PackageDeclaration", 

          "type" : "object", 

          "properties" : { […] }, 

        }, 

        "AnnotationTypeDeclaration" : { 

          "$id" : "#AnnotationTypeDeclaration", 

          "type" : "object", 

          "description" : "Annotation type declaration AST node type", 

          "properties" : {…} 

        }, 

        "ModuleDeclaration" : { 

          "$id" : "#ModuleDeclaration", 

          "type" : "object", 
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          "description" : "Module declaration AST node type representing the 

module descriptor file", 

          "properties" : { … } 

      } 

    } 

  }, 

"required" : [ 

    "CompilationUnit" 

  ] 

  "definitions" : { 

//Contains all the schema definitions 

} 

} 

4.2 Rawsourcecode schema 

The Rawsourcecode contains the source code files that are also stored in the Sourcecode 

collection. It has the following structure: 

{ "Type”: “object”, 

“required”: [“filename”, “filecontent”], 

“properties”: { 

“filename”: “string”, 

“filecontent” : “string” }} 

Filename is an absolute file name. Filecontent contains the ASCII text of the source code 

before any transformation has been done (e.g. before pre-processing). After pre-processing 

by the Frama-C front-ends, Rawsourcecode documents become Sourcecode documents. The 

filename field is an index. 

4.3 Annotations schema 

Annotations are not part of the source code AST but are extracted during source code analysis. 

They are stored in the Annotations collection. They consist of functions behaviors. The 

complete schema can be downloaded from the gitlab at https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-

meta-model. The main structure of the schema is the following: 

{ 

 "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#", 

 "$id": 

"https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/decoder/tree/master/WP1/Schemata/acsl-

schema-1.0.0-alfa.json", 
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 "title": "ACSL Schema Version 1.0.0 Alfa JSON Schema.", 

 "description": "ACSL Schema Version 1.0.0 Alfa JSON Schema.", 

 "type": "object", 

 "properties": { 

          "function_name": { 

   "type": "string", 

  }, 

          "loc": { 

   "$ref": "#/definitions/loc" 

  }, 

          "kernel_function": { 

   "type": "string", 

  },         

          "behaviours": { 

   "type": "array", 

   "items": { 

    "$ref": "#/definitions/behaviour" 

   }} 

      },  

 "definitions": {  

//Contains all the schema definitions 

} 

} 

The first JSON object is the kernel_function object from the AST and the second JSON object 

is the behavior object from the AST. 

4.4 Comments schema 

The comments contain informal text that is associated to some Sourcecode global object or 

statement. They have the following schema: 

{“type”: “object”, 

“required”: [“comment”], 

“properties”: { 

 “global_kind”: global, 

 “loc”: location, 

 “comments”:  [“string”], 
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 “sid”: “int”, 

 “vid”: “int” }} 

When a comment is associated to a global object its field vid contains the vid of the global 

element and its sid is 0. Conversely, when a comment is associated to a statement, its sid 

contains the sid associated to the statement and its vid is 0. See Sourcecode schema above. 

Thus the vid and sid fields are indexes. 

4.5 Documentation schema 

Documentation is made of informal semi-structured text. It is associated to some source code 

file. Thus, the schema is: 

{“type”: “object”, 

“required”: [“filename”, “content”], 

“properties”: { 

 “filename”: “string”, 

“content”: “object”, 

 }} 

The content field contains the JSON representation of the document after translation of its 

original file. The filename field contains the absolute name of the original file. When a document 

is updated, it must be updated in the Documentation collection too using the 

db.Documentation.update_doc_files operation from the PKM API (see D1.2). Contrary to the 

Sourcecode collection above, the original documentation file is NOT stored in the DB. 

4.6 UMLClasses schema 

The UML Class diagram allows to represent the structure of the source code in terms of 

modules, classes, attributes and operations. Specifically, this model defines the classes, 

associations between classes (link linksTo), inheritances and generalizations of classes (links 

isA) and the operations and attributes of the classes (hasA). The associations between classes 

can be compositions or aggregations. The complete schema can be downloaded from the 

gitlab at https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-meta-model. The main structure of the schema is 

the following: 

{ 

  "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#", 

  "type": "object", 

  "properties": { 

     "type": { 

        "type": "string" 

     }, 

   "name": { 

https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-meta-model
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        "type": "string" 

     }, 

    "modules": { 

        "type": "array", 

        "items": [ 

        { 

          "type": "object", 

          "properties": { 

            "name": { 

              "type": "string" 

            }, 

            "classes": { 

              "type": "array", 

              "items": [ 

                    "attributes": { 

                      "type": "array", 

                    }, 

                    "operations": {                      

 "type": "array", 

                    }] 

            }, 

            "associations": { 

              "type": "array", 

              "items": […] 

          }, 

          "required": [ 

            "name", 

            "classes" 

          ] }] 

  }, 

  "required": [ 

    "type", 

    "name", 

    "modules" 
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  ]} 

4.7 StateMachine schema 

The UML state machine model is used to represent the internal event model of the source 

code. The response to an event generally depends on both the type of the event and on the 

internal state of the system and can include a change of state leading to a state transition. The 

UML state diagrams are directed graphs in which nodes denote states and connectors denote 

state transitions. An event is something that happens that affects the system. A state is a 

single state variable that can assume only a limited number of a priori determined values. 

When an event instance is dispatched, the state machine responds by performing actions, 

such as changing a variable, performing I/O, invoking a function, generating another event 

instance, or changing to another state. Switching from one state to another is called state 

transition, and the event that causes it is called the triggering event, or simply the trigger. 

The complete schema can be downloaded from the gitlab at 

https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-meta-model. The main structure of the schema is the 

following: 

{ 

  "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#", 

  "type": "object", 

  "properties": { 

   "name": { 

      "type": "string" 

    }, 

    "id": { 

      "type": "string" 

    }, 

    "regions": { 

      "type": "array", 

      "items": [ 

        { 

          "type": "object", 

          "properties": { 

              "subvertexes": { 

               "type": "array", 

               "items": […]  

}, 

            "name": { 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UML_state_machine#States
https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-meta-model
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              "type": "string" 

            }, 

            "id": { 

              "type": "string" 

            }, 

            "transitions": { 

              "type": "array", 

              "items": […] 

}}}}}} 

4.8 Logs schema 

This schema is left to be defined. 

4.9 ERModels schema 

This schema is left to be defined.  

4.10 CodeSummarizationModels schema 

This schema is left to be defined by TREE Technology. 

4.11 Traceability Matrix 

Traceability Matrix is a collection of semantic links which hold similarity or entailment between 

two artifacts. Each link has the following structure: 

{“type”: “object”, 

“properties”: { 

“ref1”: {“artifact”:”id”, “location”:”id”}, 

  “ref2”: {“artifact”:”id”, “location”:”id”}, 

  “semantic_properties”: { 

  “similarity”: “float value”, 

  “role”: “string”, 

  “filename”: “string” }  

“technical_properties”: { 

  “similarity”: “float value”, 

  “role”: “string”, 

  “filename”: “string” }}} 

Creation, update and deletion of links is the result of a complex policy to be defined according 

to management of commit and at a project global level. 
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4.12 TESTAR State Model schema 

The TESTAR State Model collection contains the results about the GUI graph created by the 

TESTAR tool when a SUT is being explored and tested. The current schema has the following 

structure: 

{ 

  "type": "object", 

  "required": [ 

    "timestamp", "url", "sut", "tool", 

    "stateModelIdentifier", "stateModelAppName", "stateModelAppVersion", 

"abstractionId", 

    "deterministic", "unvisitedAbstractActions", 

    "numberAbstractStates", "numberAbstractActions", 

    "numberConcreteStates", "numberConcreteActions", 

    "storeWidgets", "numberWidgets", "numberTestSequences", 

"testSequences" 

  ], 

  "properties": { 

    "timestamp": { "type": "string" }, 

    "url": { "type": "string" }, 

    "sut": { "type": "object", 

      "required": [ "title", "name", "isOpenSource", "license", 

        "url", "version", "runtimeOS"] 

    }, 

    "tool": { "type": "object", 

      "required": [ "title", "name", "isOpenSource", "license", 

        "url", "version", "runtimeOS"] 

    }, 

    "stateModelIdentifier": { "type": "string" }, 

    "stateModelAppName": { "type": "string" }, 

    "stateModelAppVersion": { "type": "string" }, 

    "abstractionId": { "type": "string" }, 

    "deterministic": { "type": "boolean" }, 

    "unvisitedAbstractActions": { "type": "integer" }, 

    "numberAbstractStates": { "type": "integer" }, 

    "numberAbstractActions": { "type": "integer" }, 
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    "numberConcreteStates": { "type": "integer" }, 

    "numberConcreteActions": { "type": "integer" }, 

    "storeWidgets": { "type": "boolean" }, 

    "numberWidgets": { "type": "integer" }, 

    "numberTestSequences": { "type": "integer" }, 

    "testSequences": { "type": "array", 

      "items": { "type": "object", 

        "required": [ "sequenceId", "numberSequenceNodes", 

"startDateTime", 

          "verdict", "foundErrors", "numberErrors", 

          "sequenceDeterministic", "sequenceActionSteps"], 

        "properties": { 

          "sequenceId": { "type": "string" }, 

          "numberSequenceNodes": { "type": "integer" }, 

          "startDateTime": { "type": "string" }, 

          "verdict": { "type": "string" }, 

          "foundErrors": { "type": "boolean" }, 

          "numberErrors": { "type": "integer" }, 

          "sequenceDeterministic": { "type": "boolean" }, 

          "sequenceActionSteps": { "type": "array", 

            "items": { "type": "object", 

              "required": [ "actionDescription", "timestamp" ], 

              "properties": { 

                "actionDescription": { "type": "string" }, 

                "timestamp": { "type": "string" } 

}}}}}}}} 

Property "timestamp" is the date when the TESTAR execution started creating or modifying 

the State Model, "url" is the path or web address that contains the original and exported State 

Model, "sut" property contains information about the application that has been tested and "tool" 

contains information about the TESTAR tool version used to create this State Model. 

The "stateModelIdentifier" is a hash to identify a State Model that has been created with the 

following three properties: "stateModelAppName" that contains the name of the application 

which acts as SUT, "stateModelAppVersion" that represents the executed version of this 

application and finally the property "abstractionId", a TESTAR setting that determines which 

properties of the SUT elements are being used in the Abstract layer of the State Model. 
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Property "deterministic" is a boolean value to indicate if the current State Model is deterministic 

or not, "unvisitedAbstractActions" are the number of detected actions in the SUT that have not 

yet been executed, "numberAbstractStates" are the number of different states detected based 

on the abstraction given by the "abstractionId", "numberAbstractActions" are the number of 

detected abstract actions, "numberConcreteStates" are the number of different states detected 

if any property of a SUT element changes and "numberConcreteActions" are the number of 

detected concrete actions. 

The "storeWidgets" is a boolean that indicates if the information about the existing widgets for 

each state was saved in the State Model, "numberWidgets" are the  total number of widgets, 

"numberTestSequences" are the number of sequences executed for the creation or 

modification of this State Model and "testSequences" is an array of objects that contains 

information such as: the number of actions, verdict, determinism and errors found, for every 

sequence. 

4.13 TESTAR Test Results schema 

TESTAR Test Results collection contains the test results obtained after the automated actions 

selection and oracles verification. The current schema has the following structure: 

{ 

  "type": "object", 

  "required": [ 

    "timestamp", "url", "sequencesVerdicts", 

    "sequencesResult", "htmlsResult", "logsResult", 

    "sut", "tool", "settings" 

  ], 

  "properties": { 

    "timestamp": { "type": "string" }, 

    "url": { "type": "string" }, 

    "sequencesResult": { "type": "array", 

      "items": { "type": "string" } 

    }, 

    "htmlsResult": { "type": "array", 

      "items": { "type": "string" } 

    }, 

    "logsResult": { "type": "array", 

      "items": { "type": "string"} 

    }, 

    "sequencesVerdicts": { 
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      "type": "array", 

      "items": { "type": "string" } 

    }, 

    "sut": { "type": "object", 

      "required": [ "title", "name", "isOpenSource", "license", 

        "url", "version", "runtimeOS"] 

    }, 

    "tool": { "type": "object", 

      "required": [ "title", "name", "isOpenSource", "license", 

        "url", "version", "runtimeOS"] 

    }, 

    "settings": { "type": "object", 

      "required": [ "sutConnector", "sutConnectorValue", 

        "suspiciousTitles", "clickFilter", "protocolClass", 

        "forceForeground", "actionDuration", "timeToWaitAfterAction", 

        "timeToFreeze", "maxReward", "discount"] 

    }}} 

The "timestamp" indicates when the test execution started, "url" is the path or web address 

that contains all the original report files created by TESTAR, "sequencesVerdicts" indicates if 

a sequence contains errors or not. The properties "sequencesResult", "htmlsResult" and 

"logsResult" indicate the specific path of each existing sequence report. 

Property "sut" contains information about the application that has been tested, "tool" contains 

information about the TESTAR tool version and "settings" contains information about the 

configured oracles, widget filter pattern, the java protocol used and variables about 

reinforcement learning algorithm if it has been used in the action selection. 
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5 Documents validation with regards to schemas 

Because MongoDB version 3.4 does not contain an internal functionality intended to validate 

a JSON document against a schema before inserting the desired artifact into the PKM, it has 

been necessary to search for additional Open-source software as an alternative. 

Another JSON Schema Validator (Ajv) is an Open-source project available on GitHub 

(https://github.com/epoberezkin/ajv) that offers the required functionality to do this validation. 

The figure 3 example is a JavaScript file with code that allows to: 

 Load the required Node.js module called ‘ajv’. 

 Indicate the desired schema and JSON document files by the input arguments. 

 Parse the JSON string of these files to obtain the JSON objects. 

 Create a new Ajv object and compile the JSON object schema. 

 And finally execute a validation of this schema with the JSON object artifact to obtain 

the required result. 

 

var Ajv = require('ajv'); 

const fs = require ('fs'); 

validate(process.argv[2], process.argv[3]) 

 

function validate(schema, data) { 

         

        if(schema == null || !schema.includes(".json")){  

                throw 'First argument must be json schema'; 

        } 

        if(data == null || !data.includes(".json")){ 

                throw 'Second argument must be json data'; 

        } 

         

        let rawschema = fs.readFileSync(schema); 

        let documentschema = JSON.parse(rawschema); 

         

        let rawdata = fs.readFileSync(data); 

        let documentdata = JSON.parse(rawdata); 

         

https://github.com/epoberezkin/ajv
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        const ajv = new Ajv({ allErrors: true }); 

        var validate = ajv.compile(documentschema); 

        var valid = validate(documentdata); 

        if (!valid) console.log(validate.errors); 

} 

Figure 3: JavaScript validation file using Ajv 
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6 Conclusion 

This document describes how to setup and initialize the PKM without schemas. It describes a 

simple example of documents loader, written in C, aiming at exemplifying how to push 

documents into a collection of the PKM. The document has also described documents 

schemas that are needed when the DB grows in size, and how to enforce them by means of 

validation. 

The next steps of the PKM server development will be: 

- Construction of a project central PKM: a Linux Ubuntu 18.04 machine has been 

installed with MongoDB 3.4 and a few tools. It is located at ow2-decoder.xsalto.net. 

The PKM API (see deliverable D1.2) can already connect to this server, provided the 

correct PKMHOST variable is set to the beforehand given address, but needs some 

improvements to manage different users: 1) restrict API functions to specific roles, 2) 

allow API functions to manage different DBs (a default DB is used currently, mydb) in 

the server, 3) implement user authentication, etc. 

- Implement the documents validation in API functions insertion/update using the 

schemas and their validation as shown above. 

- Define and implement high-level API together with other WP. 

- Merge all existing local PKM into a the central PKM, if necessary. 

- Move the files needed during the installation process described here into a GIT 

repository so it can be accessed publicly. 
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Appendix: PKM Windows 10 Installation 

Required: Windows 10 build 16215 or later. 

More info: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/windows/wsl/install-win10 

We are going to install in this Windows 10 system an Ubuntu 18.04 subsystem.  

INSTALL MongoDB in Windows 10:  

https://www.mongodb.com/download-center/community  

Version: 3.4.23 

OS: Windows 64-bits x64  

LAUNCH MongoDB:  

C:\Program Files\MongoDB\Server\3.4\bin\mongod.exe  

Probably you will need to create the directory: C:\data\db  

INSTALL RoboMongo in Windows 10:  

https://robomongo.org/download  

Download Studio 3T 

At this point, user can interact and feed the PKM using Studio 3T application.  
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Installing Ubuntu subsystem  

OPEN --> Powershell with admin privileges:  

PS> Enable-WindowsOptionalFeature -Online -FeatureName MicrosoftWindows-Subsystem-Linux  

 

(reboot the Operative System)  

PS> cd C:\Users\<Your User Directory> 

Invoke-WebRequest -Uri https://aka.ms/wsl-ubuntu-1804 -OutFile Ubuntu.appx -UseBasicParsing  

Add-AppxPackage .\Ubuntu.appx  

END --> WSL Ubuntu 18.04 subsystem is now installed in our Windows 10 system  

(Use Windows search bar to find the application) 
 

First time a user will be created, use "sudo" to execute commands as superuser, or "sudo -i" to start a 

superuser session Inside Ubuntu, the directory:  

/mnt/c/  

is aiming to Windows 10 system 

 

Inside Windows 10, the directory: 

C:\Users\*username*\AppData\Local\Packages\CanonicalGroupLimited.Ubuntu18.04onWindows_79

rhkp1fndgsc\LocalState\rootfs\ 

is aiming to Ubuntu subsystem  

DON'T USE THE FILE EXPLORER GUI TO CREATE FOLDERS INSIDE UBUNTU 
SUBSYSTEM  

Use "mkdir", "mv" or "cp" to move files around these systems.  
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Compile read_json file to feed the PKM  

OPEN --> Ubuntu 18.04 application 
Tip to paste text : Ubuntu app -> (Title bar) Right click -> Edit -> Paste  

Now we need to install mongoDB libraries into Ubuntu subsystem, and modify the header references 

of "read_json.c"  

console# sudo apt update 
 

console# sudo apt upgrade 
 

console# sudo apt-get install libmongoc-1.0  
 

console# sudo apt-get install libmongoc-dev  
 

console# sudo apt-get install gcc 
 

console# sudo apt-get install pkg-config  
 

COPY read_json.c file from Windows to Ubuntu 
 

console# cp /mnt/c/Users/*username*/read_json.c . 
 

console# sudo nano read_json.c  

FROM: #include <mongoc/mongoc.h> -> TO: #include <mongoc.h> 

FROM: #include <bson/bson.h> -> TO: #include <bson.h>  

Control + X, Y, Enter, to exit saving the file 

Verify that MongoDB (mongod.exe) is running into Windows 10 syste 

Then u can use the new executable "read_json" to feed the PKM (MongoDB)  

console# gcc -o read_json read_json.c -g $(pkg-config --cflags -- libs libmongoc-1.0) 
 

console# ./read_json this_file_is_ur_artifact.json  

For now we have running the MongoDB PKM and the read_json executable to feed the PKM with the 

desired JSON files.  

If you have not a JSON file to feed the PKM and you want to create an example, please follow next 

section to install Frama-c tool and create this JSON example.  
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Installing Frama-C and Markdown plugin  

OPEN --> Ubuntu 18.04 application  

console# sudo add-apt-repository -y ppa:avsm/ppa 

console# sudo apt update 

console# sudo apt upgrade 

console# sudo apt install opam 

console# sudo apt install m4 

console# sudo apt install libgmp-dev 

console# sudo apt install gcc 

console# sudo apt install make 

(We are going to install opam as superuser, is not recomended but will avoid some dependencies)  

console# sudo -i 

console# opam init --disable-sandboxing 

console# eval $(opam env) 

console# opam install -y depext  

console# opam install -y ocaml  

console# opam install -y ocamlfind  

console# opam install -y ocamlgraph  

console# opam install -y zarith 

console# opam install -y yojson 

console# opam install -y ppx_deriving  

console# opam install -y ppx_deriving_yojson  

Tools are ready for FramaC compilation, now we are going to download "frama-c-src- v19.tar" and 

"markdown.tar". Save these files in Windows “C:\Users\*username*”  
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We have to move these files from Windows system to Ubuntu subsystem, to do this we can create a 

file inside our user directory and copy the files inside.  

# mkdir decoder 

# cd decoder  

/decoder/# mkdir Frama-C 

/decoder/# cd Frama-C  

/Frama-C/# cp /mnt/c/Users/*user*/frama-c-src-v19.tar .  

/Frama-C/# tar -xvf frama-c-src-v19.tar  

/Frama-C/# ./configure && make && make install 

/Frama-C/# frama-c -plugins  

Markdown plugin IS NOT in this list  

From WINDOWS create a “markdown” folder and use WinRaR to uncompress markdown.tar files 

inside this new folder. Ignore warnings.  

/Frama-C/# cp -r /mnt/c/Users/*user*/markdown/ .  

/Frama-C/# cd markdown  

/markdown/# make  

/markdown/# make install  

/markdown/# cd ..  

/decoder/# frama-c -plugins  

Markdown plugin should appear in this list  
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This file is a c file example to use frama-c and create a json result 

/decoder/# nano example.c  

#include<stdio.h> 

int main(){ 

  printf("Hello World"); 

  return 0; 

}   

Control+X, Y, Enter, to save this file.  

/decoder/# frama-c -keep-comments -eva -mdr-gen json -mdr-out example.json example.c  

/decoder/# ./read_json example.json  
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